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Foreword

Adam Glapiński

President
Narodowy Bank Polski

Ladies and Gentlemen,
It is with great pleasure that I present to you the next edition of the Narodowy Bank Polski
Technical Cooperation Catalogue. The year 2019 marks the 10th anniversary of our TC
Catalogue, which I hope will again attract your interest.
Technical cooperation initiatives are an important and useful tool in relationships among
central banks all over the world. They are a platform for exchanging professional experience,
promoting best practices, sharing ideas, and exploring new ways of working together.
Recognising this fact, Narodowy Bank Polski has been sharing its expertise and experience
with the central banks of developing and transition countries for as long as fourteen
years. The transfer of knowledge and good practices is successfully carried out within
the framework of the NBP Technical Cooperation Programme. During these 14 years,
NBP has climbed to the position of one of the most active central banks in this area
in the European System of Central Banks.
This year our programme is shaped by the feedback we have received from participants
who attended our events in recent years. Taking into account the needs, observations,
and suggestions of our partners, we have decided to focus on issues relating to key areas
of the central bank’s activities such as monetary policy, cash circulation, the payment system,
and foreign exchange management.
Additionally (and traditionally), NBP and the Swiss National Bank will organize a joint
seminar, for the 16th time already.
Consequently, Narodowy Bank Polski has prepared a comprehensive offer of 9 specialist
seminars and workshops for 2019 on issues relating to central banking.
As part of the Technical Cooperation Programme, Narodowy Bank Polski also offers bilateral
cooperation (study visits, internships, and expert missions) for the central banks from
the emerging economies, especially those of Poland’s neighbouring countries. We hope that
our experience is attractive to you and applied in your institutions.
We make every effort to prepare the best offer which, I hope, will meet your expectations
and needs. The very positive feedback from our partners so far proves our further engagement
is needed and appreciated.
I look forward to welcoming you to Poland.
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About Narodowy Bank Polski Technical Cooperation Programme

Narodowy Bank Polski
Technical Cooperation Programme
Narodowy Bank Polski Technical Cooperation Programme is addressed to officials
representing central banks and institutions with competences similar to NBP tasks from
developing and transition countries outside the European Union.
The main goal of the programme is to exchange NBP’s knowledge and experience on
various aspects of central banking with external partners and to support the development
of institutional capacities of the cooperating institutions. Within the programme, we aim
to stimulate open discussion and build long-term relationships among participants, thus
contributing to establishing working relations within the central banking community.
The Technical Cooperation Programme is carried out by NBP experts, all having hands-on
experience on the relevant topics, in cooperation with partners from other domestic
and foreign institutions such as the Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Poland,
the Polish Financial Supervision Authority, the Polish Security Printing Works, the Mint
of Poland, the Swiss National Bank, etc.
To date NBP has organised various successful training schemes and participated
in two twinning projects. From 2005 to 20181, NBP organised altogether more than half
a thousand projects within the programme, including 583 bilateral cooperation activities
(e.g. study visits, internships and expert missions). A total of 3 505 participants representing
42 countries completed training at NBP in that period.
Chart: Breakdown of NBP Technical Cooperation activities in 20182

Expert missions
Study visits
Seminars
Workshops

8%
27%

11%
53%

Measured as percentage of total number of events

We are proud that a number of participants have decided to implement some
of NBP’s practices (i.e. building a structural inflation forecasting model, operational risk
management, economic educational projects).
To suit varied needs of our partners Narodowy Bank Polski offers a whole range
of cooperation forms: seminars, workshops, telephone and e-mail consultations, study
visits, internships, twinning projects etc. This catalogue presents the programme of open
seminars and workshops only. All partners are invited to participate in:

1
2
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■■

seminars,

■■

workshops,

■■

telephone and e-mail consultations.

Till November 2018
Till November 2018
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About Narodowy Bank Polski Technical Cooperation Programme

Striving to make the technical cooperation as effective as possible, Narodowy Bank
Polski adopted the NBP Technical Cooperation Programme 2016+. The aim was to focus
on bilateral cooperation with individual institutions and to offer them a wider range
of activities and long term-projects. The group of priority partners includes central banks
and corresponding institutions of the following countries:
■■

■■

■■

members of the constituency in the IMF and the World Bank Group: Azerbaijan,
Kazakhstan, the Kyrgyz Republic, Serbia, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan,
Eastern Partnership countries: Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia, Moldova
and Ukraine,
candidate countries for the EU accession: Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Macedonia,
Montenegro, Serbia and Turkey.

A special offer is addressed to the above mentioned priority partners. They may use
the following forms of cooperation:
■■

study visits – for relatively small groups of experts from one central bank or several
central banks,

■■

internships – for 1-2 experts from a selected central bank,

■■

expert missions – visits of NBP experts to other central banks,

■■

■■

long-term projects – tailored-made offer of cooperation that takes the form of a variety
of scheduled activities dedicated to one theme,
twinning projects.

Every year Narodowy Bank Polski attempts to enhance the quality of its technical
cooperation activities. That is why participants’ opinions and their feedback are crucial
in this process. Should you have any questions about the NBP TC Programme or any
other comments, please do not hesitate to address them to tct@nbp.pl.
Further information
on Narodowy Bank Polski Technical Cooperation programme
can be found on our website:
www.tct.nbp.pl
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NBP Seminars and Workshops in 2019

NBP Seminars and Workshops in 2019

Title

Date

Form

Cash circulation, production of banknotes
and coins, money counterfeiting

23-25 April 2019

seminar

Cash transport carried out at Narodowy
Bank Polski

13-16 May 2019

workshop

The fight against money laundering and
financing of terrorism

21-23 May 2019

seminar

Advanced financial risk management
methods

10-12 June 2019

workshop

4th Annual Meeting of Technical
Cooperation Coordinators

25-26 June 2019

meeting

Organisation of international events at NBP

10-11 September
2019

workshop

Monetary policy communication under
an inflation targeting framework

17-20 September
2019

seminar

Payment systems and non-cash transactions

8-10 October 2019

seminar

17-18 December
2019

seminar

Current account and exchange rate
adjustment

10
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NBP Seminars and Workshops in 2019

Cash circulation, production of banknotes and coins, money
counterfeiting

Date

23-25 April 2019

Venue

Narodowy Bank Polski Head Office
(Świętokrzyska 11/21, Warsaw)

Form

Seminar
in cooperation with the Polish Security Printing Works
and the Mint of Poland

Topics

■■

Cash and Issue Department at NBP – role and tasks

■■

Banknotes quality control – cooperation with producer

■■

Coins quality control – cooperation with producer

■■

Language
Deadline
for application
Prerequisites

NBP’s experience after 3 years of circulation of low
denomination coated banknotes

■■

NBP’s collector coins and banknotes

■■

Cash cycle in Poland

■■

Combating money counterfeiting in Poland

English
with simultaneous translation into Russian
22 March 2019
The seminar is addressed to the employees of the cash
and treasury divisions who plan the issue of currency and
cooperate with banknote and coin producers.

Participants’ opinions
I would recommend this seminar to my colleagues as it gives a good overview of the whole
process of cash production and circulation.
I found the visits to the Mint of Poland and the Polish Security Printing Works very useful,
because they improved my knowledge in this field.

12
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NBP Seminars and Workshops in 2019

Cash transport carried out at Narodowy Bank Polski

Date

13-16 May 2019

Place

Narodowy Bank Polski Head Office
(Świętokrzyska 11/21, Warsaw)
NBP Regional Branch in Poznań
(Aleje Marcinkowskiego 12, Poznań)

Form

Workshop

Topics

■■
■■

■■

■■

■■
■■

Cooperation with commercial banks in the area
of withdrawing cash and depositing it
Security of cash transport operations at an NBP regional
branch
Facility security management – a multi-year
modernisation programme
Evacuation of a banking facility
Observation of the cash transport or convoy group
exercises

Language

Polish with simultaneous translation into English and Russian

Deadline for
application

12 April 2019

Prerequisites
Participants’ opinions

Organisation of the cash transport at NBP

Workshop is addressed to central bank staff of the security
or cash management divisions who organise the transport
of cash.

I would recommend this workshop for knowledge enhancement, capacity building
and the possibility to learn about real-life experience.
The most useful thing about this workshop is the role of the NBP Regional Branch
in developing the money circulation structure in the region: the supply of cash to commercial
banks as well as the security of cash transport servicing in a Regional Branch Facility.
What I liked most about the workshop was the weapons presentation and the show
of combat techniques.

14
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NBP Seminars and Workshops in 2019

The fight against money laundering and financing
of terrorism

Date

21-23 May 2019

Venue

Narodowy Bank Polski Head Office
(ul. Świętokrzyska 11/21, 00-919 Warsaw)

Form

Seminar
in cooperation with the Ministry of Finance of the Republic
of Poland, the Polish Financial Supervision Authority
and a commercial bank

Topics

■■

■■
■■

■■

■■

■■

The system of combating money laundering and terrorist
financing in Poland (structure and entities)
Polish Financial Intelligence Unit (structure and tasks)
International anti-money laundering (AML) regulations
and legal framework in Poland
The role of the financial market supervisor in the fight
against money laundering and financing of terrorism
Implementation of the fight against money laundering
and financing of terrorism at NBP
The organisation of the fight against money laundering in
a commercial bank

Language

English and Polish with simultaneous translation into Russian

Deadline for
application

19 April 2019

Required
preparation

The seminar is addressed to experts who have several years
of experience in the area of combating money laundering and
terrorist financing, and who are familiar with the oversight
of institutions responsible for combating money laundering
and terrorist financing.

Participants’ opinions
I would recommend this seminar to my colleagues because it is a good way of sharing
information and experience as well as to strengthen knowledge.
The most useful about this seminar was NBP and Polish experience in the field of AML
and CFT.
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NBP Seminars and Workshops in 2019

Advanced financial risk management methods

Date

10-12 June 2019

Venue

Narodowy Bank Polski Head Office
(ul. Świętokrzyska 11/21, 00-919 Warsaw)

Form

Workshop

Topics

■■

Recent trends in global reserves management

■■

Investment in non-traditional asset classes

■■

Foreign reserves management at NBP

■■

■■

It is really useful for staff involved in FX reserve management: front office, risk management
and internal audit.
I will recommend this workshop to my colleagues because it raises very important questions
and provides participants with a practical and theoretical knowledge.

Performance attribution for actively managed fixed
income portfolios

■■

Risk budgeting

■■

Credit risk management

■■

Legal aspects of credit risk management

■■

Financial risk management in monetary policy operations

Language

English

Deadline
for application

10 May 2019

Prerequisites
Participants’ opinions

Strategic asset allocation: optimization techniques,
sovereign risk analysis

The workshop is addressed to experts responsible for financial
risk management and strategic asset allocation. Interactive
sessions aim at sharing experience among participants
and discussing the recent challenges in reserves management.
Participants will be encouraged to briefly present the reserves
management framework at their Bank.
A good command of English is required.

This workshop is very useful because it gives a good insight into different aspects of FX reserves
management, covers recent development in global markets and gives an insight into other
central banks’ reserve management attitudes.

18
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NBP Seminars and Workshops in 2019

4th NBP Annual Meeting
of Technical Cooperation Coordinators

Date

25-26 June 2019

Venue

NBP Regional Branch in Cracow
(ul. Basztowa 20, 30-960 Kraków)

Form

Meeting (by invitation only)

Topics

■■

■■

■■

20
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Technical cooperation in central banks: management
of donors’ assistance to central banks of developing
and transition countries from outside the European Union
Organisation of technical cooperation – countries’
experience
International projects

Language

English with simultaneous translation into Russian

Prerequisites

The meeting is addressed to experts dealing with international
cooperation (with special emphasis on technical cooperation)
within their central banks.
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NBP Seminars and Workshops in 2019

Organisation of international events at NBP

Date

10-11 September 2019

Venue

NBP Training Centre in Starawieś
(ul. Węgrowska 26, Starawieś, approx. 80 km east of Warsaw)

Form

Workshop

Topics

■■

■■

Event planning and budgeting

■■

IT systems for organisation of international conferences

■■

Preparation of graphic materials, selection of gifts

■■

Arrangement of social and cultural programmes
Organisation of gala dinners and catering service for
events

Language

English

Deadline
for application

9 August 2019

Prerequisites

Narodowy Bank Polski

Purchase of goods & services also within the public
procurement procedure

■■

■■

22

Organisation of international conferences at NBP –
challenges and success stories

The workshop is intended for staff members involved
in the organisation of international events. Participants will
be expected to contribute actively to the discussion and share
their banks’ experience.
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NBP Seminars and Workshops in 2019

Monetary policy communication under an inflation targeting
framework

Date

17-20 September 2019

Venue

Narodowy Bank Polski Head Office
(ul. Świętokrzyska 11/21, 00-919 Warsaw)

Form

Seminar

Topics

Narodowy Bank Polski

Inflation targeting framework

■■

Monetary policy decision-making process

■■

Communicating monetary policy decisions

■■

Publishing inflation reports and projections

■■

Preparation of NBP press conferences

■■

NBP information campaigns

■■

NBP in social media

Language

English with simultaneous translation into Russian

Deadline
for application

12 July 2019

Prerequisites

24

■■

The seminar is intended for staff members involved in monetary
policy, especially in the monetary policy communication
process. Participants will be expected to contribute actively
to the discussion and prepare presentations.
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NBP Seminars and Workshops in 2019

Payment systems and non-cash transactions

Date

8-10 October 2019

Venue

NBP Regional Branch in Cracow
(ul. Basztowa 20, 30-960 Kraków)

Form

Seminar

Topics

■■
■■

■■

■■
■■

Large Value Payment Systems (SORBNET2 and TARGET2NBP)
Retail payments via the clearing house, Elixir, EuroElixir
and Express Elixir systems
Payment cards market in Poland
Single Euro Payment Area (SEPA) and overview of bank
account numbering

■■

Payment system oversight

■■

Securities settlement systems oversight

■■

Innovations – new payment services and instruments

■■

Payment system studies and analyses

Language

English with simultaneous translation into Russian

Deadline
for application

6 September 2019

Prerequisites
Participants’ opinions

Legal framework of payment system in Poland

The seminar is addressed to central bank’s experts working
in the area of payment systems, payment system oversight
and non-cash payment instruments.

I would recommend this seminar to my colleagues as it gives an insight into the issues NBP
faced in introducing and implementing novelties in payment system operations, which is
useful for the other banks.
This seminar provides an opportunity to exchange experiences, to gain new knowledge
and insights into payment systems. It gives a possibility to apply the acquired knowledge
in your further work.
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NBP Seminars and Workshops in 2019

Current account and exchange rate adjustment
(16th joint seminar of Narodowy Bank Polski and Swiss National Bank)

28
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Date

17-18 December 2019

Venue

Zurich, Switzerland

Form

Seminar in cooperation with the Swiss National Bank

Topics

Current account models, exchange rates, capital flows, crossborder linkages and exposures

Language

English

Deadline
for application

By invitation only

Prerequisites

The seminar is intended for senior economists and mid-level
managers working on balance of payments issues related
to monetary policy, such as current accounts and exchange
rate assessments.
Participants are expected to engage in the discussion
and share their country’s experience and their institutions’
considerations.

Contact

Mr Marco Cavaliere
Head of Bilateral Cooperation
Swiss National Bank
e-mail: marco.cavaliere@snb.ch
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Practical information

Practical information

Registration for seminars and workshops

Location and accommodation

A representative of an institution, who is interested in attending a seminar
or workshop should fill in the application form available at www.tct.nbp.pl.
Please note that for every seminar or workshop an application needs to be sent
by the deadline stated both on the respective page of this catalogue and on our
website. Potential participants should note that registration is possible only after
approval by their supervisor/authorized official. An event might be cancelled
if the number of registered participants does not reach the required minimum.

During a seminar/workshop, NBP provides hotel accommodation near NBP’s
Head Office or Regional Branch.

Registration for bilateral cooperation (study visits and internships)
Due to capacity constraints, these kinds of technical cooperation activities
are addressed to priority beneficiaries only, i.e. Albania, Armenia, Azerbaijan,
Belarus, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Macedonia,
Moldova, Montenegro, Serbia, Tajikistan, Turkey, Turkmenistan, Ukraine,
and Uzbekistan. If a representative of an institution is interested in participating
in any of the bilateral cooperation activities, he/she should apply via our website
www.tct.nbp.pl.
Security
Due to strict security regulations, participants will be required to carry
a recognized identification document at all times when on the NBP premises.
Please enter the type of identification document (e.g. passport) and its number
in our registration form and bring it with you to the NBP premises.
Invitations
Invitations for both seminars and workshops are sent to central banks 2 months
in advance of the planned undertaking. A detailed workshop/seminar programme
is attached to the invitation.
Costs
Attendance of the courses is free of charge.
Travel and medical insurance
Please be advised that NBP does not cover travel costs to and from Warsaw/Cracow.
NBP also does not provide any insurance coverage for participants travelling
to and from or staying in Poland. Therefore, participants are assumed to have
insurance coverage, including medical treatment abroad, adequate to their needs.
Any medical costs borne in Poland are to be paid by the delegating institution.
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Participants of study visits and internships are accommodated at the NBP
Guesthouse, which is situated in Warsaw, Siedmiogrodzka 5a street.
Please note that NBP will cover the costs of accommodation for the duration
of the course as well as on the arrival and departure days. In the event that
a participant would like to prolong his/her stay, he/she will need to cover any
expenses related to it.
We regret that we are unable to provide accommodation for participants’
partners or other family relatives.
Visas
Should a participant require a visa, he/she is strongly advised to contact
the relevant Polish diplomatic representation as soon as he/she has been
accepted/confirmed for the event to ensure that the necessary formalities are
completed in time. For further information please visit: http://www.msz.gov.pl/
en/travel_to_poland/visa/visa
Cancellation
If an institution has to cancel its delegate’s participation in a seminar/workshop,
please inform NBP as soon as possible, at least one week before the event. Late
cancellation deprives other applicants of the opportunity to attend a seminar/
workshop. Moreover, NBP is charged for no-show participants.
Language skills
The events are conducted:
■■ in English, with simultaneous translation into Russian, or
■■ in English, or
■■ in Russian, or
■■ in Polish with simultaneous translation into English and/or Russian.
To effectively benefit from NBP technical cooperation activities, participants
should be fluent in the language relevant for the specific course, unless otherwise
indicated in the catalogue.
Dress code
Business formal attire is recommended.
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Warsaw, Cracow - Come by, stay for longer

Warsaw

Cracow

The capital of Poland is a vibrant and green metropolis. Rather than being centered
around the old town, the city spreads across a vast area, showcasing diverse architecture
of a modern bustling city centre and places of historical significance. Gothic relics,
baroque palaces, socialist realism architecture, and contemporary buildings, along with
traces of multicultural heritage, form a unique mixture.

The former Polish capital – Kraków – is one of the most popular weekend
destinations in Europe. Its history dates back to the 7th century, when it was just
a small village on the Wawel Hill.
During the Middle Ages, it started to play the role of a capital – political
and cultural life were concentrated here. Kraków was the headquarters
and the place of coronation of Polish kings and the nation’s capital from 1038
until the move to Warszawa in 1596.

Warsaw from the river perspective – the only wild river in all the European capital cities,
which has many interesting stories to tell. Thanks to the Vistula River, the longest river
in Poland, Warsaw has its own beaches, which are considered to be the most beautiful
city beaches in the world. This is due to the greenery, sand and the beautiful panorama
of the Old Town – a window into the ‘once-upon-a-time’ of Warsaw’s golden days and one
of the country’s architectural pearls.

Nowadays, it attracts visitors with its charming Main Square, the ancient Wawel
Castle and the famous dragon’s den. Kraków has one of the oldest European
universities – the over 650-year-old Jagiellonian University.
The narrow streets are full of cosy cafés and local museums that encourage
tourists to drop in. One of the key attractions is Sukiennice (the Cloth Hall)
– a Renaissance shopping centre where you can purchase traditional food
products and regional handicraft.

Warsaw’s architecture recalls the city’s past. A walk through the Old Town will take you
back to the 16th century, when the city took over the leading position in the Polish
Kingdom, becoming the host city of the most important events such as sessions
and elections of the Polish kings and, in the end, a capital of Poland. Entirely rebuilt after
the Warsaw Uprising, the Old Town is a symbol of Warsaw’s rise from the ruins.
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Photo: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/0/0d/Wawel_castle.jpg

Photo: R. Motyl

It is worth spending a few days in order to experience the unforgettable atmosphere.
The city’s diversity and richness means that there is something for everyone.
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Contacts
Technical Cooperation Division
International Department
Narodowy Bank Polski

Świętokrzyska 11/21
00-919 Warszawa, Poland
e-mail: tct@nbp.pl
www.tct.nbp.pl

Ms Magdalena Berlińska
Head of Technical Cooperation Division
tel. 48 22 185 45 50
e-mail: magdalena.berlinska@nbp.pl

Ms Anna Paprotna
tel. 48 22 185 15 72
e-mail: anna.paprotna@nbp.pl

Ms Katarzyna Drabarek
tel. 48 22 185 41 41
e-mail: katarzyna.drabarek@nbp.pl

Ms Irena Paszkowska
tel. 48 22 185 91 76
e-mail: irena.paszkowska@nbp.pl

Ms Monika Lenard
tel. 48 22 185 13 78
e-mail: monika.lenard@nbp.pl

Ms Rita Stokłosa
tel. 48 22 185 11 08
e-mail: rita.stoklosa@nbp.pl

Ms Wiktoria Matyska
tel. 48 22 185 22 85
e-mail: wiktoria.matyska@nbp.pl
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